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Development of a highest-speed atomic force microscope and elucidation of theTitle of

nano-structural dynamics of biological molecular motorsProject

Key information that is lacking in understanding the physics of biomolecular machines isAbstract of

their structural dynamics. To gain the structural dynamics of protein experimentally, aResearch

technique that has high spatial resolution as well as effective temporal resolution is mostProject

required. In 2001 we developed for the first time a high-speed AFM that can capture a

100x100 pixel image within 80 ms. Its ability, high spatiotemporal resolution, has never

been attained by other techniques. Hence, this AFM is the apparatus that life science has

longed for. In the present study we enhance the capability of the high-speed AFM, making it

possible to capture the dynamic behavior of biological molecular motors when they are

functioning in solution. We, thereby, pioneer the way to a new nano-biology. What structural

changes are driven by ATP hydrolysis? How are motor proteins behaving while moving

along their tracks and producing force? Their images are captured at 50 frames/s and in 2-3

nm spatial resolution. From the very clear AFM images of the moving motors, we elucidate

the mechanism by which motor proteins perform their functions. The highly resolved motion

pictures must be able to tell us definitely what structural changes make the motor functions

possible.
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